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Abstract: The problem of quantum gravitation is transferred in the field macro-quantum gravitation
and there is resolved within the framework of the non-local version of classic thermodynamics. Last
one makes provision for elimination the "model" traces of continuous medium from thermodynamic
phenomenology and transition to the discrete space- time metric. Such routine together with usage of
physical initial principles is equivalent to macro - quantization of gravitational fields for classic,
homogeneous and isotropic thermodynamically equilibrium material medium. It is established that a
state, which one the classic thermodynamics accepts for equilibrium. Actually is only very good
approximation of description the spontaneous process of temperature fall and entropy. In a usual term
it is the strongly braked process, so the realization of "perpetuum mobile" on this basis is possible only
in space - time scale of Universe. The opening opportunities of a new methodological fundamental are
illustrated on the examples from a cosmology. (The nature of Big Bang, the arrow of time, black holes,
etc.) The data of experiments and observations for the benefit of the viewed version are presented. 
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of non-locality has arisen in physics together with the birth of quantum mechanics. Apparently
first who converted on it a close attention was "Henry Poincare", who wrote by the beginning of century: "It
is well known, to what hypothesis the Planck has come, investigating the laws of radiation. Hardly is it
necessary to underline how much these ideas differ from the conventional concepts: the physical appearances,
apparently, cease to obey to the laws, which can be expressed with the help of the differential equations, and
it is probably, most major and most deep shock in philosophy of natural sciences from time of Newton."
(Джеммер M.Б 1985)

It is known also that A. Einstein guessed transition to the non-local concept in the scientific program. In
the letter to "Наше Musam" (1944) he so set up a common intention of the uniform theory: "The purpose is
served by relativistic performance of physical space, but without the differential equations. Last does not give
in reasonable comprehension of quantum and matter. Basically it is possible without usage of a statistical
method, which I always considered as a rotten exit". (Кузнецов Б.Г., 1963) If it takes into account, that the
creator the theory of relativity sceptically fell to potentials of a quantum mechanics, and, on the first view, hi
scientific program looked paradoxical: quantum gravitation: but without a quantum mechanics, without the
differential equations and without statistical method. Running forward, it is necessary to tell that the problem
of non-locality in quantum gravitation really appears decisive.

The non-local thermodynamics, being deductive, is built on the assertion, that by analogy with discrete
energy of mechanical genesis S ω (S- quantum of action, Planck constant; ω - the circular frequency) exists
macroscopic discrete energy of the thermodynamic nature kT (k - (macro) quantum of entropy, Boltzmann's
constant; T- thermodynamic temperature).

The non-local thermodynamics considerably differs from the present thermodynamics, and even it is more
than the quantum mechanics differs from the classic analogue, as the extended version of thermodynamics is
not only quantum, but also relativistic.

The non-local approach, explicated in the report, being phenomenological (in thermodynamic sense)
naturally, cannot claim for description of those or diverse mechanisms, as it is accepted in customary model
(numerological) theories. The obtained results can put in correspondence a series of "explanatory" mechanisms.
It is important, that the results thus do not vary. The author did not consider for himself possible sequentially
to realize such "explanatory" link between macro and micro descriptions, behind elimination, perhaps, cases,
when this link is rather transparent. 
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Here it is necessary to mean, that the conceptual mechanism of any theoretical concept only approximately
can be translated to the language of diverse approach. Physics, working in the field of gravitation, without effort
can make out in thermodynamic results the present model introducing with establishment of" domain walls",
"the fifth measuring", "multivariate spaces", "plankeons", etc.

The solution of (macro) quantum gravitation problem away from the basic direction of physics hampers its
estimation and prompt advancement of the basic results in the field "of normal science". The greedy
phenomenological style of thermodynamics is generally alien to physicists, attempting by all means to open
"mechanism" of phenomenon. Nevertheless, as it will be visible from the report, the thermodynamics changes
the status and essentially dress as the scientific methodology. From here the purpose of the report to attract
attention of the specialists to the non-local version of thermodynamics as to the not mastered physical niche of
macroscopic physics with major potentials on methodological resorts and on subjects of investigation.

1. First Law of Thermodynamics as an Irreversible Process. Relativistic Macro Quantum Theory:
By viewing macro quantum gravitation the basic principles of the relative theory are observed. The

difference is in ways of realization of these principles in a view of new opportunities of the non-local approach.
Partially it is reached due to the special case, concerning to classic equilibrium state of isotropic material
medium is considered relevant, but nevertheless. Used attendant coordinate system, input at the describing
deformation, does not require a presence of the spectator as indispensable device of the theory. Is shown that
macro quantum gravitation describes the process of cosmological expansion of a physical vacuum, and its
interaction with a material medium, were in relative rest (Майков В.П., 1997).

1.1. General Positions:
Macrocell in thermodynamics plays a role of reference macroscopic volume similarly to Debye sphere in

the theory of plasma. This comparison is especially opportunely, that in the field of plasma temperatures the
volume of a macrocell coincides in an order with the Debye sphere (Майков В.П., 1997).

Clarification of macrocell evolution particularities in the field of high and hyper-high energies requires the
engaging of relativistic effects, which enough explicitly are examined in (Майков В.П., 1999), Was shown, that
the usage of a space-time four-measuring interval of theory of relativity, Poisson equation and principle of
equivalence as classic "seeding agent", with reference to macrocell translates the theory of equilibrium material
medium in a class of common relativistic. Thus, the radius of macrocell (Майков В.П., 1997) appears as a
radius of a local virtual curvature of the space-time metric. Geometrical and time parameters of the metric from
referring to virtual parameters of a physical vacuum, in which the material medium is immersed.

That fact, that the macrocell hasn't zero space curvature, is in the complete consent with thermodynamic
style of exposition, which is in certain respects similar to a cybernetic principle " of a black box": all
macroscopic fluctuation appearances in requirements of a thermodynamic equilibrium (strain, electrical and
magnetic polarization, gravitation etc.) treat to interaction of macrocell with a surrounding , but marc quantum
effects are exhibited in time Δt only in a point of fracture of the space-time metric, i.e. on the boundary of the
macrocell with a surrounding. Naturally, these differences are essential.

At non-local exposition the necessity for usage the Einstein's equations of gravitation passes. In
thermodynamically equilibrium medium, as against a mechanical system of bodies, the link between properties
of a material medium and parameters of the space-time metric is completely instituted by the definition of
temperature. In the new version of thermodynamics the status of temperature as parameter appears much higher
and richer, than it is treated with classic and statistical thermodynamics. 

It is known, that the equations of gravitation were not introduced to Einstein as something finished.
Concerning them he wrote: "Certainly, I didn't challenge of any minute that such statement is only temporary
escaping of a positions attempted with the purpose to give to a common relativity any closure. This statement
was, you see, in essence no more than field theory of gravitation a little bit synthetically separated from a
uniform field for the present of the unknown nature" (Эйнштейн А., 1967).

1.2. Negentropy and "An Arrow of Time ":
As is known, there is a close link between homogeneity of time and law of conservation of energy. It is

erected by the neater theorem. In the new theory the lime is discretely, also is non-uniform and, if not - the
local theory is consistent, from it, the opportunity of violation of the first law of thermodynamics should follow.
Such corollary really has a place. Let's esteem interchanging by energy of macrocell with a surrounding. In a
dynamic equilibrium the macrocell interchanges with an environment the bundles of energy + kT; so on the
average energy of material medium is saved. 
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However it finds, that this can be abided only in the fact, if don't account listed above initial causes of
common relativity theory. Accounting the relativistic effects all earlier said about interchanging by energy
happens in such manner, that transmitted by macrocell in a surrounding the fluctuation energy kT is returned
in macrocell only fractionally. This effect should be referred to influencing a gravitation, which in the
preliminary analysis was not taken into consideration.

Such irreversible process of transmission of a part material medium energy to a gravitational field we shall
term as inflation of energy. This term is not quite adequate to the present concept of cosmological "inflation"
as to process "inflating of Universe", but the link with this appearance nevertheless is detected. Obviously, the
inflation are subject both equilibrium, and non-equilibrium processes. In the latter case it is necessary to mean
the presence of a local equilibrium in macroscopically small volumes (macrocells).

The existence of virtual particles in a quantum field theory is connected, as it is known, with a short-lived
violation of the law of saving pulse energy of a special relativity theory. Here we collide with terrain clearance
violation of this law. The sources of such violation lie in a discretization and dissimilarities of space - time, as
is allowed by marc quantum relativism.

Directly it is necessary to mark, that all considered relativistic effects in usual terms are vanishingly small.
So, the velocity of spontaneous, inflationary temperature fall in requirements of a thermodynamic equilibrium
compounds (Джеммер M., 1985), νinf=πGS ρ/k where G - gravitation constant. At ρ=103 kg/m3, νinf=1.6*10-18

K/s, that is equivalent to lowering the temperature only on .10-8K for 1000 years! Principally, however, that
thermodynamics equilibrium is not exist neither in static, nor in the dynamic shape.

As temperature, after the registration of quantum- relativistic effects, even in equilibrium slate of a free
material medium can not have the stationary value, that, apart from an atomize, the time detects also
dissimilarity. It is exhibited that step of time Δt1 differs a little from a consequent interval Δt2 (Δt1<Δt2).

At decrease of energy during the process of inflation will be watched not only the spontaneous temperature
fall, but also the diminution of an entropy, i.e. takes a place the "violation" of the second law of
thermodynamics. Here the term "violation" is taken in quotation marks, as, strictly, the second law has not a
direct ratio to equilibrium thermodynamics and, on an entity, the speech here goes about the improvement of
the first law.

From non-local thermodynamics it follows, that exactly a negentropy process of energy inflation, instead
of the dissipation, as Prigogine supposes (Пригожин И., 1997), generates non-reversible cosmological "arrow
of time". In the polemic of Prigogine with Einstein, who considered the link of time irreversibility with an
appearance of entropy ascending illusionary, Einstein is true.

The solution of problem of quantum gravitation allows uncovering the nature of time. The time is a
macroscopic quantum-relativistic phenomenon generated and synchronized by a gravitational field of extended
Universe. The time is discretely and non-uniform.

In other words, the process of interaction the macrocells of extended physical vacuum with substance or
among them is characterized by a natural slice of time Δt. The particularity of this interval lies in, that it can't
be sectioned into more shallow parts as inside Δt the causal links are dislocated, therefore, there aren't such
concepts as past, present and future. We can see that two irreversible processes are implemented in the nature,
such as: a) process of energy dissipation and ascending of entropy (second law of thermodynamics); b) process
of energy inflation and descending of entropy (improved first law of thermodynamics). 

Thus, it occur premises in physics for the best comprehension the development dialectics in the nature.
By virtue of the very feeble intensity of negentropy component, marked in a usual terms, the realization

of "perpetuum mobile" on this basis is possible only in space-time scales of the Universe. Only the existence
of negentropy process gives a foundation to state about impossibility "of thermal mortality" by the Universe.
The thermodynamics allows uncovering as well the "mechanism" of an infinite circuit of a substance in the
Nature. For this purpose it is necessary to prolong the viewing of the basic corollaries, implied from the solution
of macro-quantum gravitation problem.

1.3. Physical Vacuum:
It is interesting the logic of succession of thermodynamic phase changes, describing changes of macro-

quantum evolution. It was established (Майков В.П., 1999), that the basic quantum-relativistic requirement of
phase transitions is reaching the limiting value of quantum uncertainty by one or several thermodynamic
parameters. It means that the quantum dispersion of parameter A can not exceed absolute value of this parameter
ΔA#A.. 

For example, is shown, that at phase change of fluid in gaseousness through a critical point by such
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parameter is the surface-tension σ, i.e. in a critical point Δσ/σ=1 (Майков В.П., 2000), Physically it means, that
the surface-tension for gas though is small, but is not equal to zero point, as it follows from the classic reasons.
The surface-tension of gas is virtual, i.e. is substantial, but isn't observable.

At phase change of gaseousness in extreme polarized plasma (the fourth thermodynamic state) the
parameter, reaching a virtual value, is a pressure, and the volume of macrocell, as was already said, becomes
comparable with the Debye sphere scale.

At phase change of plasma in the non-mass state of a physical vacuum to these requirements the limiting
marc quantum dispersion of temperature ΔT/T=1 is added, macrocell thus reaches Compton scale.

The entropy of vacuum macrocell at any temperature is absolutely minimum and is equals to a Boltzmann
constant. This feature gives that from vacuum it is impossible to take the energy by a customary expedient, by
creating the relevant temperature difference. The chilling of physical vacuum can happen only owing to the
process of inflation at invariable entropy. At mentioned in full the fundamental substance of a temperature as
a characteristic of the space-time metric is exhibited, already evocative.

For example, as the analysis shows (Майков В.П., 1998), the temperature uniquely characterizes the
Einstein cosmological "stationary value" through the link with a space curvature of macrocell:

Λ=6r-2=12(kT/cS)2

So, the thermodynamic estimation of the metric of a physical vacuum for modern Universe is characterized
in "temperature" 6.1*10-30K (Nekofar K., 2011), that is equivalent to Λ=8.7*10-53m-2.

1.4. Physical Singularity:
As the transition of material medium in the field of higher energies, increasing number of parameters hit

in a class of virtual, with limitations such as ΔA=A. Such limitations carry on to cutting the number of freedoms
degree in the choice of state variables. At last, at the particular temperature, i.e. at some space-time scales, the
thermodynamic state occurs, in which the freedom degrees appear exhausted and all without elimination the
parameters become of numbers composed from world constants. This temperature is improved Planck
temperature, adequate to absolutely limiting condition of a physical vacuum, or physical singularity

Tsn=( c5/2gk2)1/2=14175*1032K   (1)

Now there is no theoretical and, more, an experimental affirming (or refutations) of Planck scales.
Meantime, the thermodynamics not only forecasts the existence of a thermodynamic state of material medium
with limiting parameters, but thus improves Planck magnitudes. Truly, these improvements are insignificant and
are reduced to the occurrence of numerical coefficients about unity in Planck gauges. Naturally, were obtained
also all other Planck scales. Further such parameters are named as singular. Singular time slice (quantum of
time):

ΔTsn =S /2kTsn = (GS /2c5)1/2 =38102*10-44s   (2)

Singular radius of macrocell (quantum of length):

rsn = cS/2kTsn = (GS/2c3)½ = 11423*10-35M   (3)

Singular mass of macrocell:
msn = kTsn/c

2 = (cS/2G)1/2=1.5398*10-8kg(2.4)

Singular density:

ρsn=msn/Vsn=3c5/2π    G2=24665*1096 kg/M3   (4)

Singular force, "super-force":

Fsn=-Gm2
sn/rsn

2=-c4/G=-12115*1044 H   (5)
Singular gravity potential of macrocell:
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φsn = - Gmsn/rsn = -c2

Singular cosmological stationary value of:

Λ=6(ran)
-2=4.5982*1070 m etc.

The singular force is capable for parts per million of second to accelerate the mass sun up to a speed of
light!

The singular stationary values, by virtue of their exclusive physical fundamentally, can be considered a
primary. In such case, as we can see, it is possible to define world constants through them. It is possible to find
the values of other thermodynamically improved Planck scales and also more particular features of physical
singularity in.

The thermodynamics is capable to describe the properties of physical singularity with the same ease, as it
is done by classic thermostatic, operating the concepts of ideal gas. Let's present only one example. It is known,
that the effective mass of graviton is very small, so the number of gravitons Ngr, equivalent to the mass of
macrocell in usual terms, is astronomically great. However for a singular state we have Ngr=c5S/2G(kTsn)

2=1.
It means that the properties of singular macrocell can be considered as (The property of alone singular graviton.
In a physical singularity the thermodynamics "terminates", and together with it and all me physics, but as it will
be visible further, "starts" too.

1.5. Maximal Density of Baryon Medium:
Similarly to the existence of the maximal density of physical vacuum in the nature, it is present also the

extreme maximal density of baryon (massive) material medium.
Limiting density of micro-cell is represent able as ρp=mρ/Vp , where mp - mass of a positive proton; Vp- volume
of micro-cell with energy kT=mpc

2. Utilizing the expression for volume of micro-cell (Nekofar K., 2011), we
obtain the maximal density of a massive material medium:

Ρp=6c3m4
p/πS3=4.7242*1020 kg/m3                                    (6)

that considerably exceeds a kernel density -2 *1017 kg/M3.

2. Thermodynamic Uniform Patterns of the World:
The solution of the quantum gravitation problem allows proceeding from standard, mechanical pattern of

the world, to thermodynamic.

2.1. Big Bang:
The process of energy inflation, as was said, in usual conditions goes so stagnated, that the physics didn't

suspect about its existence, substituting it, in common enough successfully, by the concept of thermo dynamic
equilibrium state.

Perhaps, the most unexpected feature of inflation energy appearance lies in a fact that in considered state
of physical singularity the process of spontaneous temperature fall goes with the explosion velocity (!). It is that
"Big Bang", with which one the modern physics links the "beginning" of our Universe. It is important to mark,
that for the inference about the explosive character of this appearance, it was not required the introductions of
any special "anti gravitational forces".

Whether there was actually the "beginning"? We also start the answer to this problem, beforehand having
stopped on some properties of macrocell, relevant for the comprehension of considered problems. So in the
previous part, we come to an appearance of "Big Bang" from the field hyper high temperatures. Further we shall
show, that the path, concerning to the analysis of medium states at very low temperatures leads also to a state
of physical singularity. Eventually, it lets us to look into in states of material mediums, existing up to the Big
Bang.

2.2. Horizon of Events:
It is possible to consider the macrocell as thermodynamic system only in aggregate with a surrounding
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(thermostat). But what sizes of the surrounding should be, to be assured in absence of influence of the
thermostat outer shell on the processes in macrocell? If resort to the thermostatic, it is necessary to recognize
a surrounding of unbounded extent. But in the non-local theory, by virtue of wavering from continually,
practically, there aren't parameters, which accepted indefinitely major or infinitesimal values. On this foundation
it was possible to expect other solution. Really, the non-local thermodynamics gives in the conclusion, mat any
equilibrium thermodynamic system (macrocell + surrounding) becomes always physically restricted by relativistic
horizon of events with radius:

R=c4 S2/12Gm(kT)2   (7)

Taking into consideration, that r=cAt (1.4), we obtain:

r/R= 6GkTm/c3 S   (8)

For customary temperatures the value R in tens orders exceeds the radius of macrocell.

2.3. Black Holes:
The non-local thermodynamics gives in the conclusion, that in the nature there is a thermodynamic

limitation on an opportunity of the existence of the cosmological major masses of solid condensed medium
(solid phase) at very low temperatures (Майков В.П., 1999). Let's esteem a genesis of this limitation.

As was already said, if some thermodynamic parameter A has a quantum dispersion ΔA, its limiting value
responds a requirement of ΔA/A=1. One of such limitations on temperature of quantum-relativistic genesis was
obtained for a condensed medium. So, according (Майков В.П., 1999) for a fermion phase of macrocell with
a rest mass m»kT/c2:

Δtf/T=GkTm/c3 S #1.   (9)

where ΔTf- quantum-relativistic perturbation of temperature.
Uncovering in (Nekofar K., 2011) the expression for a mass of macrocell m=Vp (p - density), we discover

the lowest temperature, for which one this requirement is run in at the limiting shape:

T*= (S /k)(πGp)1/2, (10)

and from this boundary condition is instituted the relevant by this temperature mass of macrocell:

m*= c3 S /6GkT*=c3/6(πG3p)½. (11)

The calculations show, that the boundary condition is executed only in cosmological scales. For example,
for a density of 104 Kg/m3 the temperature T =10-14K, and mass m*=4.7*1037 kg =2.3*107 M0, where M0 - mass
of the Sun.

Let's show, that cosmological major masses of condensed substance at temperature T* and near it behave
as black holes. Comparing limiting above value, is discovered, that R=r corresponds to a mass of micro-cell
m*, i.e., in this special case, the radius of macrocell coincides with the horizon of events and the mass m* is
latent under it, and is not observable, as it was required to show for identification of a rest mass m*, as a mass
of a black hole.

Let's return that r=c /2kT (Nekofar K., 2011), then we shall receive the radius of macrocell with the
properties of radius for horizon events in other form (Некофар К.Х., Майков В.П., 2005):

r*=3Gm*/c2            (12)

Let's mark also, mat for surveyed above the singular state radius of Planck macrocell rsn=cΔtsn is
simultaneously the radius of Planck horizon of events rsn=Rsn.

2.4. Evolution of Black Holes:
Actually, the requirement R=r responds only the completing stage of evolution of black hole, i.e. the
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macrocell with horizon of events R superior the radius of macrocell r also can be considered by the exterior
spectator of object with the properties of a black hole. The requirement R=r means also, that at a fixed density
of a condensed medium there is a limiting size of thermodynamic system equal to the volume of one macrocell.
This formal, but thermodynamically apparent result (the system can't be less then its element), as we shall be
convinced further, only testifies to an interior consistency of the viewed theory.

At outputting the requirement the density of a solid body as against the gas was accepted as temperature
independent. But approaching the thermodynamic limitation on temperature T=T*, the system still has one more
degree of freedom, as, apparently, the saving of this limitation can happen due to the density change under
influencing of a strong gravitational field. With increasing of the density the temperature increases, the volume
of macrocell diminishes and the mass of macrocell is diminished too. Thus, the effect of the density heightening
is the release of the part of black hole mass from the horizon of events. By virtue of the features of a macrocell
as a structural unity, such release is possible only on a surface of a black hole.

This phase of black hole evolution by its properties is close to modern introducing about "evaporation"
(vaporization) of black holes by quantum tunneling of a mass through horizon. In thermodynamic interpretation
the same result is represented differently - not a mass, but a horizon of events is displaced. Or else, the
expression can be considered as an equation of black hole state in a phase of "evaporation". The temperature
rising at "evaporation", according to, is possible only up to a level, relevant to a limiting density.

Therefore, we come to the conclusion about the existence of the only temperature T*
cr relevant to the

maximal density of a material medium with rest mass. For the calculation T* it is enough to substitute the
equation:

T*
cr = mp

2(6c3G/S)1/2/k = 2.0494*10-6K (13)

The usage of pp gives a critical (minimum) mass of black hole:

m*cr=(c3 S3/6G3)l/2/6mp
2=0.19636*1030Kg=0.0987 M0 (14)

Substituting this expression, we obtain the critical (minimum) radius of black hole with a rest mass:

r*
cr  =(S /2mp

2)(S /6Gc)1/2=558.7 m (15)

2.5. Gamma-burst:
As already it was pointed, the basic requirement of phase transitions in marc quantum interpretation is the

reaching a limiting value of quantum uncertainty by one or several thermodynamic parameters. Thus, the
magnitude of quantum dispersion reaches the magnitude of the parameter, and the farther evolution of a state
with the changing of such parameter becomes physically impossible. With reference to the macrocell in a state
of black hole (T=T*) it means, that at reaching by macrocell the absolute limiting density of massive medium
under the inflation process, there is a dissipate phase change of a material medium in a new state. It is also the
substance of periodically observed gamma - burst- powerful impulse streams of gamma-quantum of
electromagnetic radiation. Complete electromagnetic energy mc2, participating in it, even on cosmological scales
can be huge, since the minimum mass subject to such phase change compounds the tenth part of mass of the
sun. Such energy has enough to increase the local temperature up to singular. For Example, evaluating the
participated in phase change, energy of a rest mass only by one macrocell, we obtain m*

crc
2=1.8*1046.

Thus, it is necessary to recognize, that we deal with earlier unknown event - quantum-relativistic phase
change of material medium from a state of black hole with a maximal density of matter in a vacuum state of
physical singularity with a limiting density of non-mass material medium. It is possible to expect, that the share
of wasted power during the phase change won't be considerable, as both initial, and the final states of such
transition are isolated by horizon of events. If all initial energy of a black hole, composed of one macrocell has
transferred in a singular state, would be formed:

m*cr/msn=1.3*1037 (16)

macrocells, equivalent to the number of isolated gravitons Ngr in raised singular field.
The entropy of the initial state of such I- st kind phase change due to the hyper-low temperature is very

small, the entropy of one vacuum micro-cell at any temperature always is extreme minimum and equal to
Boltzmann's constant. However, the entropy of all singular area, the finite state of phase change, is higher in
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many orders then the initial states.
The volumes of initial (critical) and final (singular) macrocells follow the equation and also depend only

on temperature. The prime calculations show, that the initial volume at phase change should be reduced in
n=(msn/m

*
cr)(Tsn/T

*
cr)

3=2.6*1076 times, and the radius of the whole singular sphere will be r*
cr/%n=1.9*10-23 m.

These data testify about the "collapse" of a space as a result of explosion of black hole and the formation of
almost dot singular field with the reference "foam" structure.

As some particularities of black holes are valid for a singular state, then on formal reasons the singular state
can also be refereed to a black hole. In a cosmology the black holes with Planck scales are known as primary
black holes or mini-holes. It is necessary, however to mean, that except of the considered above performances,
the singular state has still a lot of padding particularities. Therefore, 1 or example, the "fracture" of a mini-hole
is nothing then the realization of a quantum-relativistic inflationary process. The fracture of the macro-hole is
the termination of an inflationary process by virtue of insertion of thermodynamic limitations by quantum-
relativistic character. The singular state is as though the state of a black hole "on the contrary". The term, in
this respect meeting in a cosmology, "the white hole" more precisely reflects the genuine properties of mini-
holes.

Thus, the considered quantum-relativistic thermodynamic I-st kind phase change is closure in cycle
transformation of a physical vacuum in a rest mass in the Universe, and then again in a primary slate of a
physical singularity.

In the conclusion of this unit we shall make some notes on the given above equations. Let's compare the

known the formula by Hocking for black holes T=c3 /8πGkm to the expression. If to consider, that the
temperature T here is close to T=T*, the mass of a black hole, including 8π/6 macrocells is introduced in the
formula by Hocking.

It is necessary to note, that the expression by its structure coincides with the gravitational radius of
Schwarzschild Rg=2Gm/c2. However it is necessary to mean, that the quantum-relativistic reasons restrict the
applying of these relations and do their reasonable only for cosmologically major masses of condensed bodies
m=m*. By the same features it is possible to explain a discrepancy in numerical coefficients of these two
relations.

2.6. About Superunity:
The non-local thermodynamics, as was shown, changes the introducing about a thermodynamic equilibrium,

introducing it by   inflationary process. In the work (Майков В.П., 2000) is shown, that 'within the framework
of this process it is possible to identify fundamental interactions and to detect their unit with a gravitational
interaction in the Held of a physical singularity in one virtual super-force, not going out in dissipate field.
Naturally, such kind of unit is impossible in essence within the framework of existing paradigm.

2.7. Metagalaxy as Macrocell:
"To be attached" to the features of modern cosmological epoch, we shall take advantage of data of an

observational astrophysics, in the basis by which one the parameter Ho of Hubble lies. On definition;
H0=(1/R)(dR/dt) where R - scaling factor.

Let's transfer, as before, to the limiting - difference shape. In marc quantum the thermodynamic state of
a physical vacuum is virtual, and any virtual magnitude is peer to the uncertainty, i.e. R=ΔR. Then: 

H0 = (1/R)(ΔR/Δt)=(1/Δt) (17)

The mentioned about uncertainty treats to the parameter of Hubble, if indefiniteness to fall into state of a
physical vacuum, i.e. H0=ΔH0. Really, from long-lived astrophysical observations "the value H0 is known with
uncertainty twice: H0=(50÷100) km/(s.Mps) (Новиков И.Д., 1990). It is compounded with the comprehension
of virtual parameters features:

H0 =ΔH0 = (100-50)=50 km/(s.Mps).

Then we shall discover Δt, as time by Hubble:
ΔtH=H0

-1=6.2*1017s.20 bill, years

and thus , we shall make "binding" of a reference slice of time Δt to a recent epoch. Further, die macrocell with
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a slice of Δt=20 bill, years we shall name by a megacell or mega-galaxy. Similarly to calculation the parameters
of singularity, the time by Hubble ΔtH allows to define a series of mega-galaxy performances (Соболев С.Л.,
1997). Here we shall be restricted to some of them. Thermodynamic temperature of a megacell in present
period:

TH = S /2kΔtH=6.1*10-30 K (18)

Let's remind that the temperature here bears the sense of parameter of the physical vacuum metric. The
radius of a megacell (radius of curvature of mega-galaxy):

RH =cΔt=c/H0 =1.9*1026 m - 6200 Mps. (19)

It is known, that the visual plants, most deleted from us, — quasars correspond to the distance more than
5000 Mps.

In connection with a very major interval of standard time ΔtH, it is necessary to take into account the
padding effects, valid only for the separate phases of macrocell. It treats to the existence of a latent mass

(Майков В.П., 1997). For a physical vacuum state the absolute value of a latent mass is mB=c3 /2GkT=c3Δt/G
with a density ρp=mB/V=3/4πGΔt2.

Here the positive value of a latent mass is accepted extremely on the basis of observational data, reference
for our cosmological epoch. Insetting in last expression the time by Hubbell is possible to define a density of
latent mass of mega-galaxy at present period:

ρb=3H0
2/4πG=10*10-27 kg/m3 (20)

By modern estimations a medial density of mass in mega-galaxy, the main body of which one is
compounded with a latent mass is close to, so-called, critical:

ρcr~(5÷20)*10-27 kg/m3

From a standard cosmological model it is known, that the critical density is interlinked to parameter by
Hubble with the relation ρcr=3H0

2/8πG. Comparing two reference densities is concluded, that ρb=2ρcr.
The concepts of one theory not always can be transferred to the language of other concept. So is in this

case (Соболев С.Л.Б 1997). The critical density ρcr is responded with a zero curvature of space. In the
thermodynamic version the curvature is small, but is terminating.

It is known, that the cosmological term in the equations of gravitation interaction by Einstein gives the
following expression for a density of energy:

εΛ=c4Λ/8πG.

In the thermodynamic version the density of a physical vacuum energy is known:

εΛ=(mB.c2/V)=(3/4)(c4/πGr2)

Equating last expressions is discovered the value of cosmological "constant" Λ=6r-2 i.e. the value of A is
instituted by a curvature of space.
For the assertion, that the epoch of expansion should be replaced by epoch of squeezing (in mechanical sense)
there are no foundations, as the speech goes about a local virtual fluctuation of a physical vacuum on a
background of a global inflationary process of the Universe expansion .

2.8. Cosmological Inflation:
To an interval of time, equal to time by Hubble ΔtH, is possible to treat also, as well as to a minimum

macroscopic interval (Sl2kT) in the sense that ΔtH is a minimum of meta-galaxy (megascopic) time scale. 
The upper time for a macroscopic level is estimated as a matter of fact, if thus to mean, that we allocate

also absolutely minimum interval of time - singular time, Δtsn.
Such hierarchy justifies the stated sometimes reasons, that macro-level should appear in a basis exposition
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of physical appearances. In this case, apparently, the opportunities of synthesis and analysis as system toolkit
in exposition of the properties of higher and subordinate hierarchic levels are uncovered to the greatest degree.

Let's return to inflation of energy - an event, which, in essence, changes our views on evolution of material
medium. We shall remind, that the inflation of energy is meant as the power transmission of any material
medium to gravitational field during the cosmological evolution (Мандельштам Л.И., Тамм И.Е., 1945). Thus
again it is useful to underscore, that such power transmission appears, latent from modern physics as a result
of usage of the mathematical kettle infinitesimal. So, for a vacuum state near to a singularity the inflation of
energy calls prompt temperature fall and prompt magnification of macrocell volume, which is equivalent to the
intensive process of expansion of the space-time metric. So the process of temperature decreasing of physical
vacuum on 1000 T in an environment of a singularity would occupy only 10-35s (Майков В.П., 2000).

Thus, the volume of singular field increases in I09 times. Inflationary cooling of a physical vacuum up to
T=10I5K requires already about one year, i.e. the pace of cooling essentially drops with temperature fall.

In thermodynamic interpretation as against a mechanical the appearance of Big Bang has only local
character both in time and in space. Therefore, on a foundation of parameter by Hubble, as the parameter,
describing the expansion of the metric is possible to estimate only with a slice of time, past from the most
deleted from us in a past initial physical singularity before reaching the modern temperature of a physical
vacuum of our mega-galaxy:

tH = (STsn
2/3kTH

3)=7.6*10137s=2.4*10121 bill. Jars (21)

The uncertainty of this interval of time just also compounds the time by Hybble ΔtH=6*1017 c seconds. The
major interval of time is unusual, as soon as that was pointed, it is necessary to refer only to a singularity, most
deleted from our epoch. As to more late singular slates, the testimony of their existence can be served with an
observable relict background radiation with temperature 2,7 K. Really, during the inflationary expansion of
macrocells of a physical vacuum the part from them spontaneously (with decreasing of entropy) transfers in a
state of cosmological plasma. The last one, as against of a physical vacuum, is capable to participate in
customary interchanging by energy, resulting in to smoothing of a temperature, so gradually the tracks of
separate singularities drain and there is a rather- homogeneous background thermal field.

Thus, we detect, that the sequential development of macro-quantum and relativistic presentations returns
us to the old presentations about the eternally existing Universe. However this recovery accompanying by
complete denial of an old static pattern of a world and by substitution of it with modern dynamic concept, in
a basis of by which one lies a relativism and discretization of the space-time metric for the extended version
of classic thermodynamics.

3. Experiment and Observations:
It is known, that the fundamental theories can be estimated by the latitude of obtained corollaries.

Nevertheless it is useful to be stopped on some experimental and observational data for the benefit of the
viewed version.

3.1. Experiment:
Non-local thermodynamics during it's grow was verified on the basis of the problems of applied character.

Their setting was grounded on the following features of the theory.

3.1.1. 
In the non-local version the thermodynamic equilibrium can be considered as a macroscopic dynamic state

in an actual scale of discrete time. At such description there are parameters, which usually treat to kinetic: an
interval of time, velocity, acceleration, forces, gradients etc. The majority of these performances in equilibrium
state introduce by itself the peculiar "virtual reality", i.e. they are real, but are unobservable, as have limiting
uncertainty (Мандельштам Л.И., Тамм И.Е., 1945).

Non-locality superimposes on the classic thermodynamic exposition of balanced state the padding exposition,
concerning to latent virtually.

3.1.2. 
From the point of view of non-local thermodynamics, any transition from equilibrium state in "the proximate

non-equilibrium" can be only jump, discrete. Thus, the term "the proximate non-equilibrium state", gains the
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precise physical sense. Certainly, that non-equilibrium discrete of some parameter ΔA can't be less then its
virtual equilibrium analogue in the immediate proximity from equilibrium. It is exhibited the fluctuation-
dissipative theorem, defining the link between fluctuations of system in equilibrium state and its non-equilibrium
properties. These features allow solving the problems, that in classic setting, on the first view, generally are
dispossessed of the physical content.

One of the interesting corollaries of the non-local thermodynamics is the key opportunity to utilize the
virtual parameters for exposition of such appearances, as a thermal conduction, viscosity, diffusion, inter phase
appearances, feature of a critical state of matter etc. Thus, the exposition is realized in two levels: originally
it will be carried out in the status of a virtual reality, and then the procedure of transition in proximate
exhibited, i.e. non-equilibrium, state follows (Пригожин И, 1997).

On the basis of the features from item 1 with the help of parameters of virtual character the
thermodynamically minimum density of a mass is found at transition of a component from one phase in another
in requirements of a dynamic equilibrium of two-phase system. The found thus density of a mass allows by
known procedure to calculate a demanded surface of a mass transfer for a given degree of separation. On an
example of process of rectification and absorption (Куликова. T.А., Майков В.П., 1998) was established, that
the found thus densities of mass - transfer streams are macroscopic from the point of view of their usage in
industrial practice. The last enables to formulate a computational method of thermodynamically optimum surface
of a mass -transfer apparatus, being not converted to the experimental kinetic parameters. Really, it is possible
to consider the process of a mass transfer thermodynamically optimum, if thermodynamically non-reversible
losses in it are minimum, i.e. the production of entropy is minimized. It corresponds to a condition with a
minimum moving force or minimum density of mass flow. In the classic thermodynamics the minimum moving
force is not defined, as the process is considered possible at any moving force, not equal to zero point
(continuum concept). The formulated problem of the optimization is possible only in the frameworks of the
macro-quantum approach, as the state variables near to equilibrium can be calculated on the basis of equilibrium
data only using the non-local approach (Пригожин И., 1997). The realization of this direction with the reference
to the different processes of a mass transfer is surveyed in evocative papers. It was important to be convinced
in these works, that the quantum fluctuations of inter phase mass streams density of the components have the
macroscopic character and in non-equilibrium conditions meet the requirements, usually used in industrial
practice. It is necessary to add, that conventional formalism of kinetics here does not affirm. The speech goes
only about one special case. But it is the most interesting from the practical point of view, as treats to
thermodynamically optimum alternative. Thus the optimization will be carried out without search procedures,
and even without explicit introduction of optimality criterion, which primly is meant - minimum type of entropy
production.

Other example of applying before formulated features of the theory is served with established thermo-
dynamic link between coefficient of a thermal conduction and natural thermodynamic parameters for a broad
class of pure fluids (Куликова. T.А., Майков В.П.Б 1998):

λ= (2s+Cp)*(ρσ2Δt)1/3 (22)

where S -specific mass entropy; Cp - heat capacity at constant pressure; ρ - density of a fluid; σ - surface-
tension.

At an output of this formula was allowed only the phonon component of conduction, therefore dependence
(Биленький С.М. Вайнберга. B.B., 1988) should be considered as a thermodynamic estimation of a thermal
conduction for pure fluids with the explicitly, expressed dielectric properties. For inspection of the formula the
experimental reference data for 90 fluids, in the basic organic genesis were utilized. Practically for all from them
the dependence X on temperature was tested (Некофар К.Х., Майков В.П., 2005). Standard aberration from
the experimental values – 6.1%. Naturally, that such link cannot be placed on the basis of classic introducing.
For example from classic positions, it is difficult to understand, why the thermal conductivity of a fluid depends
on a surface-tension.

The found dependence for a thermal conductivity A. serves good indirect affirming of "an atomize" of lime.
Convincing example of the experimental affirming of non-local thermodynamics is the theoretical prediction of
the magnitude of weak interaction charge.
3.2. Observation:

Here, it is necessary to mark an exit on a medial density of a material medium.
It is useful also to note, that the theories grounded "on a rich experimental material" give a minimum mass

of a neutron star. 0.1M" (Надежин Д.К., 1992) which confirms the theoretical result. Here it is possible to
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refer the reasons, concerning the parameter by Hybble, and also the observation, bound with the formation of
black holes and gamma - bursts.

The Conclusion:
The waiving of the concept of continuousness and the introduction of macroscopic quantization of physical

parameters, as we see, allows featuring the composite hierarchy of material medium states on a uniform
methodological basis: from a pre-basis of substances - physical singularity, up to a customary condensed state.
Already at a level of available results it is possible to make the conclusion, that with the introduction of macro-
quantization the physics gains the powerful conceptual apparatus with new opportunities, as on methodological
resorts, as on objects of examination.

The development of a thermodynamic method up to self-maintained dilated version of equilibrium
thermodynamics, accounting macro-quantum and common relativistic effects gives rise to the theory of paradigm
character, demonstrating an opportunity of system generalizing of such fundamental unit of physics as
thermodynamics and, as a matter of fact, recognizing a problem of spillover the thermodynamics through the
mechanic apparatus as aberrantly delivered.

The thermodynamics becomes not only phenomenological science, circumscribing phenomenon, but also
acquires the status of the explanatory theory. Even, if to take into consideration, that the modern physics for
a long time "is pregnant" by the ideas of a discretization and non-locality, and in this case, it is necessary to
pay attention that the explained approach detects in present partitions of physics almost empty niche, within the
framework of which all these ideas are easily drawn up in 'a new integrated pattern of a world on the basis of
non-local thermodynamics.

Symbols:
S- quantum of action
ω - the circular frequency
k - (macro) quantum of entropy, Boltzmann's constant
T- thermodynamic temperature
J, P, KS - enthalpy, pressure and adiabatic compression modulus accordingly
G - free enthalpy
KT - isothermal compression modulus
e0 - magnitude of elementary charge
ε0 - electric constant
θw- experimentally defined magnitude (Weinberg angle)
v - velocity of translation (collective velocity of macro cell particles)
ch- velocity of thermal phonons
m - mass of macro cell
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